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Personal Compuers
legitimize authorize, legalize

dominant controlling, important

convenience comfort easeconvenience comfort, ease

cumbersome uncomfortable

miniaturized tiny, very small
to take up occupy

permanent lasting, invariable 

state-of-the-art modernstate of the art modern 



Personal Compuers
configuration formation, structure 

dock connect two computers using an electrical 
wire

expand grow larger 

slot narrow opening 

footprint surface area taken by a particular 
h d d ihardware device 

to gain ground to become more successful



Personal Compuers
courier messenger 

l li hstylus light pen

poised to ready to move

i t t f tinsurance to guarantee safety 

tickler to-do list

t di ti i h f diff ti t ito distinguish from differentiate, recognize 
souped-up more powerful

hi h icrunching chewing

to fall short be less than enough



Personal Compuers
to set apart separate 

i i tprecision exactness, accuracy 



Groceries Online
slogan motto, getting phrase used in 

advertising 
glimpse brief viewglimpse brief view

virtual computer simulated 

pioneer pathfinderpioneer pathfinder 

aisle walkway (between rows of seats) 

to transmit to send out electronic signalsto transmit to send out electronic signals
grab take tightliy and suddenly

cart carriagecart carriage

fraction part of a whole



Groceries Online
redeem get sth back

h l i ihassle inconvenience 







The American Heritage Dictionary Pronunciation Key 
 

EXAMPLES AHD  EXAMPLES AHD
pat 

 

 boot 
 

pay 
 

 out ou 
care âr  pop p 
father ä  roar r 
bib b  sauce s 
church ch  ship, dish sh 
deed, milled d  tight, stopped t 
pet 

 

 thin th 
bee 

 

 this th 
fife, phase, rough f  cut 

 

gag g  urge, term, firm, word, heard ûr 
hat h  valve v 
which hw  with w 
pit 

 

 yes y 
pie, by 

 

 zebra, xylem z 
pier îr  vision, pleasure, garage zh 
judge j  about, item, edible, gallop, circus 

 

kick, cat, pique k  butter r 
lid, needle 1 l(n d´l)      
mum m      

no, sudden1 n(s d´n)      

thing ng      
pot 

 

FOREIGN AHD

toe 
 

 French feu, German schön 
French oeuf, German zwölf œ 

caught, paw, for, horrid, 
hoarse 2 ô  French tu, German über ü 

noise oi  German ich, German ach, Scottish 
loch  

took 
 

 French bon (bô ) 3 
 

 
Note 1. In English the consonants l and n often constitute complete syllables by themselves. 



 
Note 2. Regional pronunciations of -or- vary.In pairs such as for, four; horse, hoarse; and 
morning, mourning, the vowel varies between (ô) and ( ). In this Dictionary these vowels 
are represented as follows: for (fôr), four (fôr, f r); horse (hôrs), hoarse (hôrs, h rs); and 
morning (môr´ning), mourning (môr´ning, m r´-).Other words for which both forms are 
shown include more, glory, and borne. A similar variant occurs in words such as coral, 
forest, and horrid, where the pronunciation of o before r varies between (ô) and ( ).In 
these words the (ôr) pronunciation is given first: forest (fôr´ist, f r´-).   
 
Note 3. The Dictionary uses to reflect that the preceding vowel is nasalized. In French 
four nasalized vowels occur, as in the phrase un bon vin blanc: AHD (œ  bô  v  blä ) 
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